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LATVIAN VOICES
Laura Jēkabsone, Soprano
Beate Locika, Soprano
Zane Stafecka, Soprano
Laura Leontjeva, Alto
Elina Ose, Alto
Una Stade, Alto

The Power of Song in Latvia

W.H. Draper
All Creatures of Our God and King
arr. Laura Jēkabsone

Latvian Folk Song
Dziediet meitas manu dziesmu
arr. Laura Jēkabsone

Latvian Folk Song
Zvīdzi Zvīdzi sērmais zidzeņ
arr. Laura Jēkabsone

Livs Folk Song
Pūgo Tūj
arr. Laura Leontjeva

Latvian Folk Song
Latvietes Mīts (Latvian Myth)
arr. Laura Jēkabsone

Laura Jēkabsone
Folk Mass
Gloria
Sanctus
Emīls Dārziņš  
*Melanholisks Valsis*  
arr. Laura Jēkabsone

Frigg  
*Keidas*  
arr. Zane Stafecka

Cranberries  
Delores O’Riordana  
*Dreams*  
arr. Zane Stafecka

Billy Steinberg  
Tom Kelly  
*True Colors*  
arr. Laura Jēkabsone

Laura Jēkabsone  
*Sudrabs*

Latvian Folk Song  
*Kad es guoju tauteņos*  
arr. Laura Jēkabsone

This performance is presented in collaboration with the Ministry of Culture of the Republic of Latvia and the American Latvian Association.

LATVIAN VOICES, an award-winning, all-female a cappella group from Latvia, presents a repertoire of vocal harmonies ranging from traditional Latvian folk songs, its own original compositions, and compositions by contemporary Latvian composers. Using the members’ voices as the only musical instrument, Latvian Voices has developed a unique individual vocal style, in which intonations from ethnic music of many nations intertwine.